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Precursor Systems New Internet Domain Name
Precursor Systems has applied for and received a change of domain name on the internet. You

can now reach Alex Narvey by internet e-mail at anarvey@precursor.mb.ca.

Monotype Lowers Prices; Adds Fonts!
Monotype Typography has added 200 new fonts and lowered PostScript font prices. All

PostScript font packages have been reduced up to 25% until June 30. In addition to these

special prices, all new Adobe releases (packages #361-386) and all multiple master packages

are just $69 for a limited time. Read all about the deals on-line in News:Press Releases.

Fractal Design Painter 3.1!
Fractal Design Corp. has announced Fractal Design Painter version 3.1, an upgrade which adds

significant functionality to this award-winning natural-media paint and image-editing program.

Painter 3.1 offers up to 32 levels of undo, compatibility with Adobe Photoshop 3.0 layers, GIF

file formats, Gradation Editing, additional fill capabilities, and many new special effects includ-

ing Growth Patterns, Express Texture, Make Fractal Texture, and new surface texture controls.

Read all about it in on-line in Files:Graphics Stuff.

Adobe Rebrands Persuasion, Fetch, After Effects!
Adobe continues its rebranding program by repatriating Aldus Persuasion, Fetch and After

Effects. Update and feature info are available on-line in our Files:Adobe Stuff conference.

News Area Continues To Grow!
The Precursor BBS News area continues to grow with nearly two dozen high quality e-zines. We

have added some excellent electronic magazines over the last few weeks and would like to

make you aware of them. MacArt Magazine  is an MS Word format monthly that details the use

of artistic programs such as Photoshop. @Type.New  is a DOCMaker format monthly that

reviews new font releases and covers the use of Fontographer. Mac*Chat  is a weekly setext

format newsletter written by a San Franciscan graphics consultant. Novell Tech Support now

offers the monthly Word Perfect Mac News . And don't forget to check out our newest addition,

Acropolis , a magazine dedicated to the use of Adobe Acrobat in electronic publishing.

DoublClick Markets E Versions!
DoublClick software is now marketing directly to Mac owners with electronic versions of its

stable of Mac programs. Look on Precursor BBS for the Files:Demo Stuff area to get a hold of

demo versions of MenuFonts, ClickChange, and IconMania. If you like the demos you can

unlock the version by calling DoublClick and paying only $39 (U.S.) per program.
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